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Abstract. The mechanism of generation of internal
gravity waves (IGW) by mesoscale turbulence in the
troposphere is considered. The equations that describe
the generation of waves by hydrodynamic sources of
momentum, heat and mass are derived. Calculations of
amplitudes, wave energy fluxes, turbulent viscosities,
and accelerations of the mean flow caused by IGWs
generated in the troposphere are made. A comparison of
dierent mechanisms of turbulence production in the
atmosphere by IGWs shows that the nonlinear destruc-
tion of a primary IGW into a spectrum of secondary
waves may provide additional dissipation of nonsatu-
rated stable waves. The mean wind increases both the
eectiveness of generation and dissipation of IGWs
propagating in the direction of the wind. Competition of
both eects may lead to the dominance of IGWs
propagating upstream at long distances from tropo-
spheric wave sources, and to the formation of eastward
wave accelerations in summer and westward accelera-
tions in winter near the mesopause.
1 Introduction
Internal gravity waves (IGWs) play an important role in
the formation of the general circulation, thermal regime,
and composition of the middle and upper atmosphere.
According to present knowledge, the main portion of
IGW energy reaches the middle and upper atmosphere
from tropospheric sources. In the middle and upper
atmosphere the amplitudes of waves increase, they break
and produce substantial amounts of heat and momen-
tum (Holton, 1983). Interpretation of IGW observations
and inclusion of IGW eects into numerical atmospher-
ic models requires the development of simple, but
accurate numerical schemes, which give satisfactory
description of the wave phenomena, and demand
minimum computer time. Several parametrizations have
been developed for the turbulent viscosity, mean flow
drag and heating rates produced by dissipating IGWs
(Lindzen, 1981; Matsuno, 1982; Holton, 1983; Gavrilov,
1990; Fritts and Lu, 1993; Medvedev and Klaassen,
1995; Hines, 1997). One of the main problems for the
development of such parametrizations is that of the
inclusion of atmospheric IGW sources.
The most developed recent theories are those of IGW
generation by mountains (Pertsev, 1983; Schoeberl,
1985; Bacmeister, 1993; Nastrom and Fritts, 1992;
Laprise, 1993; Lott and Teitelbaum, 1993; McLandress
and McFarlane, 1993; Chunchuzov, 1994), as well as by
shear instability in jet streams (Hines, 1968; Bertin et al.,
1978; Fritts, 1984; Hamilton, 1984; Lindzen, 1984; Fritts
and Nastrom, 1992; Sutherland et al., 1994). In the case
of other tropospheric sources of IGWs, a good corre-
lation is noticed between IGW intensity in the atmo-
sphere and the passage of atmospheric fronts (Brodhun
et al., 1974; Nagpal, 1979; Kersley and Rees, 1982;
Einaudi et al., 1978; Ley and Peltier, 1978). IGWs with
periods of 5–20min and horizontal phase velocities of
10–70m sÿ1 may appear at the upper edge of thunder-
storms and heavy cumulus clouds (Grachev et al., 1984;
Kazimirovsky, 1983; Schaning, 1992). Also among the
IGW sources are convection (Townsend, 1966; Fovell
et al., 1992; Manzini and Hamilton, 1993; Pfister et al.,
1993a), industrial explosions (Varshavskiy and Kalikh-
man, 1984), disturbances due to space vehicles (Kulikov
et al., 1982; Jacobson and Carlos, 1994), passage of solar
terminator (Somsikov, 1995), earthquakes (Samarjiev
and Pashova, 1982), volcanos (Roberts et al., 1982), sea
choppiness (Golitsyn et al., 1976), cyclones and ty-
phoons (Huang et al., 1985; Pfister et al., 1993b), and
moving disturbances in the atmosphere (Grigoriev and
Savina, 1983; Lipovskiy, 1981), etc.
Many of these mentioned sources are only intermit-
tently present in the atmosphere. Besides them such
important wave sources as dynamical motions of all
scales should also be considered. The importance ofCorrespondence to: N. M. Gavrilov
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these nonlinear sources lies in their permanent operation
because hydrodynamic motions are an inherent feature
of the atmosphere.
The generation of sound by small-scale turbulence
was studied by Lighthill (1952, 1978). The generation of
long-period inertia-gravity waves by synoptic scale
motions is described by the theory of quasi-geostrophic
adjustment that was developed in the dynamic meteo-
rology beginning with Rossby, (1937), Obukhov, (1949),
and Kibel, (1955). According to this theory, wave
motions appear as the result of permanent competition
between the violation of equilibrium of pressure and
velocity and the tendency of the atmosphere to establish
the quasi-geostrophic balance of these fields (Pedlosky,
1982; Gill, 1982; Gavrilov, 1987; Fritts and Luo, 1992;
Medvedev and Gavrilov, 1995). The emission of meso-
scale IGWs is produced by mesoscale turbulent motions
(Stein, 1967; Townsend, 1965; Drobyazko and Krasilni-
kov, 1985; Gavrilov, 1988, 1992).
In this study the parametrization of IGW dynamic
and thermal eects developed by Gavrilov (1990)
involving hydrodynamic wave sources is improved.
Lighthill-type mechanism of wave generation by mo-
tions of dierent scales is also studied. The equation of
IGW energy that includes the generation of waves by
mesoscale turbulence is derived. Some examples of
vertical profiles of characteristics of IGW harmonics
propagated to the middle atmosphere from tropospheric
turbulent sources are calculated to illustrate properties
of these parametrizations. Despite its simplicity the
parametrization gives an accurate enough description of
IGW propagation in a stratified, dissipative middle
atmosphere. In the present study only the generation
and propagation of monochromatic plane IGW har-
monics is studied, but the parametrization developed
here may serve as a basis for statistical numerical models
of IGW spectrum, similar to the model developed by
Medvedev and Klaassen (1995).
2 Mathematical model
2.1 Wave generation by turbulence
Turbulent motions of dierent scales permanently occur
in the atmosphere. Fluctuations with time scales up to
several minutes are attributed to microscale turbulence,
time scales from minutes to several hours belong to
mesoscale turbulence, and a stochastic regime of
synoptic scale irregular motions may be regarded as
macro-scale turbulence (Monin and Yaglom, 1965).
Microscale turbulent motions are almost isotropic and
do not respond to the gravity and Coriolis forces acting
in the Earth’s atmosphere. Gravity is essential for the
mesoscale turbulence, and eddies with time scales longer
than several hours are influenced by the Coriolis force,
which is very important for macroscale turbulent
vortexes.
On the other hand, the atmosphere has a broad
spectrum of wave motions from high frequency acoustic
waves up to planetary waves with periods of several
days. Because atmospheric hydrodynamic equations are
nonlinear, turbulent and wave motions are not inde-
pendent: an energy exchange exists that leads, in
particular, to the generation of waves by turbulence.
To describe the latter process let us consider a conven-
tional set of inviscid adiabatic hydrodynamic equations
for a plane rotating atmosphere (see Gill, 1982):
@q
@t
rqv  0;
q
dv
dt
 2qf ez  vrp  qgez  0; 1
dp
dt
ÿ c2s
dq
dt
 0;
where p, q, v are pressure, density, and velocity; cs is the
speed of sound; g is the acceleration due to gravity; f is
the Coriolis parameter; ez is a unit vertical vector;
d=dt  @=@t  v  r.
Let us consider a motionless atmosphere with back-
ground values of p0, q0 varying in altitude z according to
the barometric law, and v0  0. Dynamic fluctuations
vd , qd  qÿ q0, pd  p ÿ p0 are usually small, so that
jqd=q0j  1, jpd=p0j  1 and jvd j=cs0  1. Let Mach’s
number M be a measure of the largest value of jvd j=cs0.
When M is small, one should search for the solution to
the Eq. (1) as series expansions with respect to M :
q  p0 Mpt M2p0     ;
q  q0 Mqt M2q0     ;
v  Mvt M2v0; c2s  c2s0 Mc2st M2cs02     2
Substituting Eq. (2) into (1) and equating coecients at
the same powers of M to zero, the following set of
equations may be produced for the components of
hydrodynamic fields of the order of M2:
d0q0
dt
rq0v0  q0q;
q0
d0v
0
dt
 2q0f ez  v0  rp0  q0gez  q0r; 3
d0p0
dt
 v0  rp0 ÿ c2s0
d0q0
dt
 v0  rq0
 
 q0h:
Right hand parts of the Eq. (3) include the hydrody-
namic sources of mass q, momentum r and energy h that
describe the generation of the second order motions by
the motions of the first order with respect to M :
q  ÿqÿ10 rqtvt;
r  ÿqÿ10 qt
d0vt
dt
 q0vt  rvt
 
; 4
h  ÿqÿ10 vt  rpt ÿ c2s0vt  rqt
ÿ  c2st d0qtdt  vt  rq0
 
:
At the time scales corresponding to acoustic-gravity
waves, the main contribution into the first order
components is made by irregular turbulent motions,
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which may be treated as three-dimensional and solenoi-
dal at small scales. They become two-dimensional and
quasi-geostrophic at medium and large scales (Dro-
byazko and Krasilnikov, 1985; Gavrilov, 1988; Med-
vedev and Gavrilov, 1995).
Dierentiating the first Eq. of (3) with respect to t
and using the relation p0  c2s0q0 for adiabatic acoustic
waves, we have the following wave equation for the case
of v0  0 and solenoidal vt:
@2q0=q0
@t2
ÿ c2s0D
q0
q0
 @
2vtivtj
@xi@xj
: 5
This is exactly the equation obtained by Lighthill (1952)
that describes the generation of sound by microscale
turbulence. For the case of IGW generation by meso-
scale turbulence one may also obtain from Eq. (3)
inhomogeneous wave equations with wave sources in
their right hand parts. Those equations are complicated
and are derived by Stein (1967), Drobyazko and
Krasilnikov (1985), Gavrilov (1987).
2.2 Wave energy equation
To study IGW generation by hydrodynamic sources we
use here another approach based on the consideration of
the equation of wave energy. It is known that the specific
density of wave energy Ew consists of two parts: kinetic,
Ewk, and potential, Ewp, which are given by the following
expressions (see Dikiy, 1969):
Ew  Ewk  Ewp; Ewk  q0h jv0j2i=2;
Ewp  h p02i=2cp0  hp0 ÿ c2s0q02i=2cbp0;
6
where the sign h i denotes averaging over wave period;
c  cp=cv; b  cÿ 1  gÿ1@c2s0=@z; cp and cv are the
specific heat capacities at constant pressure and volume,
respectively. Multiplying Eq. (3) by q0, v0 and p0
respectively, one may derive the equation for Ew, in
the form of:
d0Ew
dt
 ÿ @Fwa
@xa
ÿ q0vb0awb  q0Q;
awb  ÿ 1q0
@q0h v0av 0bi
@xa
; 7
where awb is the acceleration of the mean flow by waves,
Fwa is the total wave energy flux, which includes
transport by the mean wind (see Gavrilov, 1990):
Fwa  h p0v0ai  q0vb0h v0av0bi; 8
where repeated indices assume summation. The quantity
Q in Eq. (7) is the rate of wave energy production by
hydrodynamic sources of momentum, mass and heat per
unit atmospheric volume:
Q  qÿ10 q0r  v0  qp0  h
p0b 1
c2s0b
ÿ q
0
b
  
9
In this study we will consider a stationary and
horizontally inhomogeneous model, when only the
vertical component of the total energy flux, Fwz, gives
a contribution to Eq. (7). It can be shown that in such
models Fwz  const in the absence of irreversible and
dissipative processes (see Gavrilov, 1990), consequently,
variations of the mean wind and temperature cannot
change the value of Fwz. Also, we will find later that Fwz
is proportional to the vertical component of the wave
flux of horizontal momentum, Fmz.
2.3 The strength of hydrodynamic IGW sources
The formula (9) for the rate of the wave energy
production Q may be simplified using IGW polarization
relations, which are most simple for the short low-
frequency IGW harmonics with m2  1=4H2 and
x2  N2, where m and x are the vertical wave number
and intrinsic frequency, respectively; N is the Brunt-
Vaisala frequency; H is the atmospheric scale height. If
the axis x is directed parallel to the horizontal wave
vector of a plane monochromatic IGW harmonic, for
the concerned IGWs (see Gavrilov et al., 1996) the
following dispersion equation may be obtained:
m2  N2k2=x2 ÿ f 2; 10
together with the polarization relations:
v0
u0
’ i f
x
;
w0
u0
’ ÿxd
N
;
p0
p0u0
’ cxd
2
kc2s0
;
q0
q0u0
’ i Nd
g
; 11
where k is the horizontal wave number;
d  1ÿ f 2=x21=2; u, v, w are the velocity components
along horizontal axes x, y and vertical axis z, respec-
tively. For stationary and horizontally homogeneous
model we can make Fourier transformation of all of
IGW fields and wave sources. The expression (9) shows
that for each monochromatic IGW harmonic depending
on t and x as
u0  Ueirtÿikx 12
the wave source Q does not equal zero only when spectra
of the sources r, q and h also contain harmonics with an
observable frequency r and horizontal wave number k:
ra  rameirtÿkxua; a  x; y; z;
q  qmeirtÿkxuq; h  hmeirtÿkxuh; 13
where ram, qm, hm are amplitudes, and ua, uq, uh are the
phase shifts between variations of respective wave
source and u0. Putting the real parts of Eqs. (11)–(13)
into Eq. (9), we have
Q  sU ; s  1=2
h
rxm cosux  rymf sinuy=x
ÿ rzm xdN cosuz ÿ hm
Nd
bg
sinuh  qm
cxd2
kc2s0
cosuq
i
:
14
It can be seen that the rate of wave energy production is
governed by the value of parameter s, which has the
dimension of force acting upon a unit mass of atmo-
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spheric gas. According to evaluations presented by
Drobyazko and Krasilnikov (1985) and Gavrilov (1987),
the main contribution to the IGW generation comes
from the first term in square brackets of Eq. (14), which
is connected with quasi-two-dimensional mesoscale
motions, so s  rq  uq@uq=@q, where uq and @uq=@q
are the scales of horizontal velocity and its horizontal
gradient, respectively, q  x; y. In accordance with the
tables of characteristics for the tropospheric meteoro-
logical values (Belov, 1975) we assume that
uq  101 m sÿ1, @uq=@q  10ÿ5–10ÿ4 sÿ1, and therefore
rq  10ÿ5–10ÿ3 m sÿ2.
The order of magnitude of s  rq may be estimated
from the data about tropospheric mesoscale turbulence.
Lilly (1983) found that observed energy spectra of
tropospheric mesoscale turbulence, which is supposed to
be two-dimensional, may be approximated by the
formula
Etk  CdEt=dt2=3kÿ5=3; 15
where k is the horizontal wave number, dEt=dt is the rate
of energy injection into turbulence, and C is a dimen-
sionless constant. Assuming that the spectrum of rq is
proportional to kEtk, we may anticipate that the
spectra of turbulent wave sources could be proportional
to kÿ2=3 in the spectral range k  10ÿ6–10ÿ3 mÿ1, which
corresponds to the horizontal scales of 3–3000 km (Lilly,
1983). Multiplying Eq. (15) by k and integrating over the
mentioned range of k, we may get the estimation of the
integral intensity of rq  9  10ÿ4 m sÿ2 using the values
of C  7 and dEt=dt  10ÿ5 m2 sÿ3 proposed by Lilly
(1983).
Gage (1979) has also found evidence for kÿ5=3 law
validity in the inertial subrange of two-dimensional
turbulence. He gave experimental data for the vari-
ability, Ds of wind with time at a fixed point and
altitude:
Ds  fvt ÿ vt  s2g
1=2
; 16
where s is the lag time. One may consider Eq. (16) as a
frequency filter estimating the doubled amplitude of
Fourier harmonic with a period T  2s. Assuming
rq  kD2T =2=2 and using the relation k  r=v0 for
frozen turbulence (see Gage, 1979), the estimation
rqr  rD2p=r=2v0 can be made. High-resolution
balloon measurements (Gage, 1979) give
D2  9-2m2 sÿ2 at r  6  10ÿ4–6  10ÿ3 sÿ1 for zonal
wind component at the altitudes 0–20 km. With
v0  10m sÿ1 these values of D2 lead to rq 
3–6  10ÿ4 m sÿ2 at r  6  10ÿ4–6  10ÿ3 sÿ1.
Radar measurements of the variability of the meri-
dional wind at altitudes of 5–13 km (Gage, 1979) give
values of D2  15–100m2 sÿ2 at r  10ÿ2–3  10ÿ4 sÿ1,
also v0  30m sÿ1. They lead to rq  5  10ÿ4–2
10ÿ3 m sÿ2 for r  3  10ÿ4–10ÿ2 sÿ1. All these estima-
tions of rq for tropospheric mesoscale turbulence give
consistent orders of magnitude of s  rq  10ÿ4
–10ÿ3 m sÿ2 in the troposphere.
2.4 IGW energetic characteristics
Using Eqs. (10) and (11) for IGWs with x2  f 2 and
m2  1=4H2, the vertical component of total energy flux
Fwz in Eq. (7) may be expressed as follows (see Gavrilov,
1990):
Fwz  ÿq0rU2=2m; 17
where m < 0 corresponds to downward propagation of
IGW phase and upward propagation of wave energy.
Equation (7) does not include IGW dissipation. Taking
these processes into account and using the approach of
Gavrilov (1990) with the account of Eqs. (14) and (17),
one may obtain instead of Eq. (7) the wave energy
equation for the stationary and horizontally homoge-
neous model that has the following form:
ÿ 1
2
@
@z
r
m
q0U
2
 
 q0
r
x
sU ÿ Nd
2
U 2
 
; 18
where Nd is the rate of IGW dissipation due to turbulent
and molecular viscosity and heat conduction, radiative
heat exchange, and ion drag (see Gavrilov, 1990).
Introducing a new variable S  2jFwzj1=2, Eq. (18) may
be transformed into the following form:
@S
@z
 Ndm
2x
S  srmq0
1=2
x
 signFwz: 19
This is an inhomogeneous linear equation describing
the IGW generation by the hydrodynamic sources of
momentum, mass and heat. After solving Eq. (19), the
vertical total flux of wave energy and wave amplitude
may be calculated as follows:
Fwz  ÿ S
2
2
signm; U  m
rq0
 1=2S: 20
Some characteristics are essential for studies and
parametrizations of IGW eects and their incorporation
into numerical models of atmospheric general circula-
tion. Among those IGW characteristics are the vertical
wave flux of horizontal momentum, Fmz, wave acceler-
ation of the mean flow, aw  awx, and the wave heat flux
divergence, ew. Using relations (10), (11) and (17), we
have for IGWs with N2  x2  f 2 and m2  1=4H2
that:
Fmz  q0hu0w0i  Fwz=c; 21
where c  r=k is the observable IGW horizontal phase
speed. Remembering the discussion of Fwz in Sect. 2.2, it
can be seen from Eq. (21) that in the absence of
irreversible and dissipative processes the condition
Fwz  const (see Gavrilov, 1990) leads to the condition
Fmz  const for an IGW harmonic with given r and k.
Expressions for aw and ew were obtained by Gavrilov
(1990) and have the following form:
aw  Ndcÿ u0
U2
2
; ew  ccÿ u0 Nd
U2
2
: 22
The Eqs. 18–22 allow us to calculate vertical
profiles of IGW characteristics for arbitrary vertical
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distributions of atmospheric background temperature,
wind, rates of dissipation, and strength of wave hydro-
dynamic sources.
2.5 IGW dissipation
Equation (19) contains the rate of IGW dissipation, Nd ,
due to turbulent and molecular viscosity and heat
conduction, ion drag, and radiative heat exchange (see
Gavrilov, 1990). One of the main mechanisms of IGW
dissipation in the atmosphere is turbulence. It may be
generated as a result of wave breaking caused by
dynamical and convective instability (Lindzen, 1981)
or nonlinear destruction of a primary IGW into
secondary wave harmonics (Weinstock, 1982). Also,
IGW may dissipate due to background atmospheric
turbulence produced by other sources. In this study the
coecient of turbulent viscosity is represented by the
following sum:
K  K0  Ki  Kn; 23
where K0, Ki, and Kn are the background value, and
contributions of IGW instability and nonlinear wave
interactions, respectively. The value of Ki is zero up to
the altitude at which IGW becomes unstable, and Ki is
calculated using the semi-empirical model of Gavrilov
and Yudin (1992) above this altitude.
Several studies of nonlinear destruction of the
primary IGW into secondary wave harmonics were
made for resonant and nonresonant wave–wave inter-
actions (Weinstock, 1982, 1990; Dong and Yeh, 1988;
Rozenfeld, 1983; Sonmor and Klaassen, 1996). Some
papers contain expressions for the eective coecients
of turbulent viscosity produced by a spectrum of
secondary wave harmonics generated by a primary
IGW. Weinstock (1982) obtained a formula for the
nonlinear decay rate, dR, of the amplitude of mono-
chromatic IGW harmonic (see also Medvedev and
Klaassen, 1995). The corresponding coecient of tur-
bulent viscosity KnW  2dR=m2 has the following form:
KnW  2p
1=2Nx2
m3V
exp ÿ N
2
2m2V 2
 
; 24
where V 2 is the integral variance of horizontal velocity
produced by secondary wave harmonics. Weinstock
(1990) and Medvedev and Klaassen (1995) supposed
that only harmonics with x0 > x and m0 > m may
contribute to V 2. Assuming slopes xÿ5=3 and mÿ3 for the
respective spectra of secondary waves, we can estimate
that V 2  0:8 U2. Another formula for the eective
coecient of turbulent viscosity produced by the
nonlinear secondary waves was obtained by Rozenfeld
(1983), who used expansion of wave fields with respect
to a small parameter related to the wave amplitude.
Using Eqs. (10) and (11), we may write his formula in
the following form:
KnR  2:28 xm3H
U2
c2s0
; 25
where H and cs0 are the scale heights and the sound
speed, respectively.
Equation (19) is written for a single IGW harmonic.
In the case of IGW spectrum, Eq. (19) may be solved for
each harmonic, and then values 20–23 should be
integrated over considered ranges of r and k.
3 Results of calculation
3.1 Analytical solution
The essential features of the vertical distributions of the
strength of tropospheric wave sources (already discus-
sed) may be approximated by the following formula:
sz  sm exp ÿzÿ zm2=d2
h i
; 26
where zm and d are, respectively, the height of maximum
and the half width of the layer in which the generation
of IGWs takes place. The analytical solution to
Eqs. (19), (26) may be obtained for the simplest model
of isothermal atmosphere with constant values of the
mean wind and IGW dissipation rate. When zm  d and
zÿ zm  d the solution has the following form:
Sz  dsmjrmq0mj
1=2
x
exp
1
16
d
H
ÿ d
Ld
 2
ÿ zÿ zm
2Ld
" #
;
Ld  xNdm ; 27
where q0m is the background density at the level zm.
Formulae (20) and (27) show that U is proportional to
sm, and Fwz is proportional to s2m. For characteristic
values of zm  10 km, d  2 km, H  7 km in tropo-
spheric hydrodynamic wave sources, and for the IGW
harmonic with x  10ÿ3 sÿ1 the values of
U  10–50m sÿ1 observed at the altitudes near 100 km
may be obtained if one specifies in Eq. (19)
sm  8–42  10ÿ6 m sÿ2 at m  10ÿ3 mÿ1, and
sm  8–40  10ÿ5 m sÿ2 at m  10ÿ4 mÿ1.
These values of sm have smaller orders of magnitude
than the estimations of rq for tropospheric mesoscale
turbulence made in Sect. 2.3. Thus mesoscale irregular
motions existing in the troposphere are strong enough to
provide IGW amplitudes of the same order of magni-
tude as the amplitudes observed in the middle and upper
atmosphere, even if only a fraction of wave energy
generated in the troposphere is capable of reaching high
altitudes. Permanent IGW generation by mesoscale
turbulence may provide a background level of wave
intensity in the atmosphere. Other wave sources (see
introduction) may make additional contribution, which
could be larger or smaller depending on the strength of
respective wave sources.
3.2 Numerical solution
Formula (27) is valid only for altitudinally constant
values of temperature, mean wind, and Nd . In a realistic
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atmosphere those values as well as sz have a compli-
cated dependence upon altitude, which requires a
numerical solution to Eq. (19). For our calculations
we use the vertical profiles of the mean temperature,
wind, and the rates of IGW dissipation due to radiative
heat exchange and ion drag according to Gavrilov and
Yudin, (1987). The coecient of turbulent viscosity is
represented by Eq. (23), where we use a typical
background value in stratosphere of K0  100 m2sÿ1.
The value of Ki in Eq. (23) is equal to zero up to the level
of IGW breaking, and it is calculated using the semi-
empirical model by Gavrilov and Yudin (1992) above
the breaking altitude. The term Kn in Eq. (23) represents
a contribution from the alternative mechanism of
turbulence in the atmosphere, which is caused by
nonlinear destruction of the primary IGW into second-
ary wave harmonics (Weinstock, 1982). For Kn in
Eq. (23) we use the formulae (24) and (25).
The formula for Nd in Eq. (19) contains the coe-
cient of turbulent heat conduction Kt  K=Pr, where Pr
is the Prandtl number. In the case of IGW convective
instability the formation of turbulent layers, may be
expected and Pr > 1 (Gavrilov and Yudin, 1992). One
may also expect the background turbulence and the
system of nonlinear secondary wave harmonics to be
more homogeneous with Pr  1. In present calculations
we use the value Pr  1 for all kinds of turbulence. It
might slightly overestimate IGW dissipation, but cannot
change qualitative results of our calculations.
Figure 1 shows the vertical profiles of amplitudes and
values of K produced by IGW harmonic propagated
from tropospheric hydrodynamic source in an isother-
mal windless atmosphere for dierent mechanisms
producing turbulence in the atmosphere by IGWs. The
dotted line in Fig. 1 shows that, without dissipation, the
amplitude grows exponentially with altitude. The non-
linear destruction of the IGW into secondary harmonics
leads to wave energy dissipation. Dashed and thin solid
lines in Fig. 1 correspond to the formulae (24) and (25),
respectively. It may be seen that formula (24) gives small
values of Kn, and the rate at which wave amplitude
grows is practically the same as without dissipation (see
dashed lines in Fig. 1). Thin solid lines in Fig. 1 for
formula (25) have maxima near the altitude 100 km. The
parameter of IGW supersaturation a  U=jcÿ u0j is
about a  3 here. This value seems to be nonrealistic,
because at a  1 the wave becomes convectively unsta-
ble, breaking and saturated (see thick lines in Fig. 1 and
Gavrilov and Yudin, 1992).
Lindzen and Forbes (1983) presumed that hypothet-
ical IGW instability existed, which may provide smooth
growth of turbulent viscosity from zero at low altitudes
to the large values corresponding to IGW saturation
above the wave breaking level. One of the mechanisms
possible of such additional turbulence may be the
nonlinear destruction of primary IGW into the spectrum
of irregular secondary harmonics. Figure 1 shows that
formula (25) gives a smoother transition of K from
K  K0 at z  20 km to K  Ki above the breaking level.
So we use Eq. (25) in the present model.
The presence of the mean wind makes dierences for
IGWs propagating upstream and downstream. Figure 2
depicts the characteristics of IGW harmonics propagat-
ing in the isothermal atmosphere with constant values of
u0 from the tropospheric sources with the same values of
s for both directions. One may see that at low altitude
amplitude, total wave energy flux, and other parameters
in Fig. 2 are larger for the IGW propagating in the
direction of mean flow. At high altitudes the IGW going
Fig. 1. Vertical profiles of the amplitude (left) and turbulent viscosity
(right) calculated for the IGW harmonic with r  10ÿ3 sÿ1 and
c  30m sÿ1 propagated from tropospheric hydrodynamic source
with sm  10ÿ4 m sÿ2, zm  10 km, and d  2 km in isothermal
windless atmosphere with T0  230K for the values of K  0 (dotted
lines), K  K0  KnR (thin solid lines), K  K0  KnW (dashed lines),
and K described by Eq. (23) in solid (thick lines)
Fig. 2. Vertical profiles of IGW amplitude, U , total vertical energy
flux, Fw, turbulent viscosity, K, and wave drag, aw, calculated for the
same model as Fig. 1, but including constant mean wind
u0  10m sÿ1 for the waves propagated in the direction of the mean
flow (dashed lines), and opposite to it (solid lines)
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in the opposite direction to the mean flow becomes more
intensive. To understand such behaviour the dual action
of the mean wind on the IGWs should be considered: i.e.
the wave-mean flow interaction, and the change of the
vertical wave number.
When IGW propagates in shear flow, the interaction
of waves with the mean flow may increase or decrease
the wave intensity (see Gavrilov et al., 1995). According
to Eq. (7), the specific rate of energy influx from mean
flow to waves is equal to u0@q0u0w0=@z (see also
Gavrilov and Shved, 1975). In the region of the active
tropospheric wave source near z  zm  10 km the
modulus of jq0u0w0j increases. This means that the inter-
action with the mean flow makes an increase in the
intensity of IGWs propagating in the direction of
the mean flow, and the decrease in the intensity
of upstream IGWs. Thus, at the same strength of s the
amplitude of the downstream wave is larger than the
amplitude of the upstream IGW. This dierence is
expressed mathematically by the appearance of the
factor r=x in the right hand part of Eq. (18) and
explains the dominance of downstream IGWs at low
altitudes near the wave source in Fig. 2.
On the other hand, above the region of the wave
source the influence of u0 leads to an increase in x for
the upstream IGW, and to a decrease in x for the
downstream wave. According to the IGW dispersion
equation the downstream IGW has a larger value of m,
which corresponds to larger dissipation of wave energy.
Also, the downstream IGW breaks and becomes satu-
rated at smaller altitudes than the upstream wave. The
larger dissipation of the downstream IGW may explain
the dominance of the upstream wave in the upper part of
Fig. 2. In the region of strong dissipation the wave
acceleration of the mean flow has the same direction as
the wave horizontal phase speed. So, the dominance of
the upstream wave in Fig. 2 means the dominance of the
drag of the mean flow by IGWs.
To take account of the influence of realistic mean
temperature and wind we made calculations using
profiles of those values for January and July that are
shown in Fig. 3. The results of the computations are
presented in Figs. 4–6 for IGW harmonics with dierent
horizontal phase speeds, and propagating to the east
and west. In all cases we presume the strength of
tropospheric IGW source, s, to be the same for opposite
directions. Figure 4 presents the vertical variations of
IGW parameters for the harmonic where c  30m sÿ1
that is much smaller then the peak values of the mean
wind in the stratosphere in both seasons (see Fig. 3).
Strong dissipation of the IGW harmonic propagating in
the direction of the mean wind in the stratosphere
(eastward in winter and westward in summer) caused by
their smaller vertical wavelengths and breaking near the
critical levels (see earlier) makes all their parameters so
small that they are not visible in Fig. 4. Hence at the
same s the IGW harmonics propagating opposite to the
mean wind become larger in the middle and upper
atmosphere, and produce the wave accelerations direct-
ed to the west in winter, and to the east in summer near
the altitude 100 km in Fig. 4.
Figure 5 shows the same profiles as Fig. 4, but for the
IGW harmonics with c  60m sÿ1 that is slightly
larger than the largest u0 in Fig. 3. Considerable
dissipation of the eastward harmonic in the stratosphere
leads to the dominance of the westward IGW and wave
accelerations in winter (see Fig. 5) provided the tropo-
spheric wave sources are isotropic. In summer, westward
IGW, propagating opposite to the mean wind, is also
much weaker in the stratosphere in Fig. 5. But after the
mean wind reverse above z  90 km (see Fig. 3) the
westward wave goes upstream, grows, and becomes
larger than the eastward IGW. So, one may see in Fig. 5
a peak of eastward wave acceleration near z  90 km,
and a smaller peak of westward wave acceleration at
z  115 km in summer.
Figure 6 depicts the vertical profiles of the parameters
for IGW harmonics with c  100m sÿ1 that greatly
exceeds the mean wind in the stratosphere. Such waves
do not become saturated and breaking, but may
dissipate due to background turbulence, nonlinear
destruction of the primary wave into a spectrum of
secondary harmonics, and due to other dissipative
mechanisms involved in our model (see earlier). Slightly
larger dissipation of the westward harmonic in the
winter stratosphere can not compensate for the greater
eectiveness of the generation of the eastward harmonic
by the tropospheric wave source for (see description of
Fig. 2), so eastward IGW and the wave acceleration
dominate in the top plots of Fig. 6 in the entire middle
and upper atmosphere. In summer the mean wind
reverse above z  90 km makes the westward IGW
stronger at high altitudes. Consequently, in Fig. 6 the
dominant wave accelerations are eastward below
z  100 km and westward above z  100 km in summer
when the tropospheric IGW sources have the same
strength in both directions.
4 Discussion and conclusion
In this study the parametrization of IGW dynamic and
thermal eects developed by Gavrilov (1990) involving
the wave generation by mesoscale turbulence in the
Fig. 3. Vertical profiles of the mean temperature, T0, and zonal wind,
u0, for January (solid lines) and July (dashed lines) at latitude 45N
(Hedin, 1991). Positive values of u0 correspond to the eastern
direction
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Fig. 4. Vertical profiles of the parameters of IGW harmonics with
jcj  30m sÿ1 and r  10ÿ3 sÿ1 propagated eastwards (solid lines),
and westwards (dashed lines) in January (top plots) and July (bottom
plots). Tropospheric wave source is the same as in Fig. 1. Definition of
the parameters see Fig. 2
Fig. 5. Same as Fig. 4, but for IGWs with jcj  60m sÿ1
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troposphere has been improved. The equations that
describe the generation of waves by hydrodynamic
sources of momentum, heat and mass are derived. To
illustrate the properties of developed parametrization,
calculations of amplitudes, wave energy fluxes, turbulent
viscosities, heating rates, and accelerations of the mean
flow caused by IGWs generated in the troposphere have
been made. A comparison of dierent mechanisms of
turbulence production in the atmosphere by IGWs
shows that the nonlinear destruction of a primary IGW
into a spectrum of secondary waves may be essential for
nonsaturated stable IGWs.
It is widely supposed now that the wave drag of the
mean flow leads to the reverse of zonal wind near
z  100 km (as in Fig. 4). Our modelling reveals that the
resulting direction of the wave acceleration may depend
on two mechanisms: the preference of the wave source
to generate IGWs propagated in the direction of
tropospheric mean wind, and the filtering eects of the
mean wind in the middle atmosphere. Stratospheric
winds cause stronger dissipation of IGWs propagated
opposite to them, and contribute to the formation of
westward wave accelerations in winter and eastward
accelerations in summer near z  100 km.
Figure 6 shows that IGWs with large horizontal
phase speed are less influenced by stratospheric winds.
Usually, the winds in the troposphere are relatively slow,
but in some places and at some times they may have
substantial speed. Measurements with Japanese MU
radar (Murayama et al., 1994) give a mean wind speed
up to 60–80m sÿ1 at altitudes of 10–12 km in January.
Temporarily the wind may have greater speeds. Such
strong winds may generate IGWs with large horizontal
phase speeds in the troposphere. Also, fast IGWs may
be generated inside the stratosphere, which has larger
wind speeds. Then these waves may propagate into the
upper atmosphere.
The simple numerical scheme developed in this study
may be useful for the parametrization of the IGW
generation by hydrodynamic wave sources, and of the
influence of the waves on the dynamics and thermal
regime of the middle atmosphere. The IGW model is
made here for a plane monochromatic IGW harmonic,
but it may be used for the development of statistical
numerical models of IGW spectra. Our calculations are
made for arbitrarily chosen values of the strength of
tropospheric hydrodynamic wave sources. Further study
of the strength of wave sources and its spectral compo-
sition is required for the development of more precise
parametrizations.
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